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ABSTRACT 
For i = 1,2, let Ai be a linear transformation on a complex vector space and let IS 
be a lattice isomorphism from the invariant subspace lattice of A, onto the invariant 
subspace lattice of A,. We determine the conditions under which u is implemented by 
a linear or conjugate linear transformation (or a sum of these two kinds). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a remark on p. 821 of [2], Brickman and Fillmore pose the problem of 
deciding if a lattice isomorphism between the invariant subspace lattices of 
two linear transformations acting on finite dimensional vector spaces is 
implemented by a linear transformation or, if not, by some sort of semilinear 
transformation. In the special case where the two linear transformations are 
the identities on their respective spaces, this problem is solved by the 
venerable fundamental theorem of projective geometry. The invariant sub 
space lattice of the identity transformation is, of course, the lattice of all linear 
subspaces. A lattice isomorphism between the linear subspace lattices of two 
vector spaces is called a projectivity. The fundamental theorem of projective 
geometry asserts that if, for i = 1,2, L( is a vector space over a field Kj, if u is 
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a projectivity mapping the lattice of linear subspaces of V, isomorphically 
onto the lattice of linear subspaces of V,, and if the dimension of V, is at least 
3, then there is an abelian group isomorphism T mapping Vr onto V, such that 
T( Gx)= o(9R) for all linear subspaces ‘9R of V,, and there is a field 
isomorphism (Y mapping K, onto K, such that T( CO)= ar(c)T( u) for all u E V, 
and c E K,. Of course the converse assertion is clear. The map T, or the pair 
(T, cx), is called a (K,, K2)-semilinear iwmorphism. 
The problem posed by Brickman and Fillmore is, in fact, easily solved 
with the aid of Baer’s pioneering study [l], at least if the linear transforma- 
tions are primary and if the notion of semilinear isomorphism is relaxed 
somewhat. To be more precise, let y and Ki be as before, and let A, be a 
primary linear transformation on V;. Also, let u be a lattice isomorphism from 
the lattice, Lat A,, of AI-invariant subspaces of V, onto the lattice, Lat A,, of 
As-invariant subspaces of Vs. (We’ll continue to call such maps u projectivi- 
ties.) Then under suitable dimensionality assumptions, theorems in [l] show 
that there is an abelian group isomorphism T from V, onto V, and there is a 
ring isomorphism (Y from the algebra generated by A,, Alg A,, onto the 
algebra generated by A,, Alg A,, such that a(%)= T(x) for every ERG 
Lat A, and such that T(Bu) = cu(B)T( u) for every BE Alg A,. This result is 
“best possible” in the sense that there are examples showing that one cannot 
always implement projectivities with maps which are semilinear over the 
ground fields. (See Example 3.2 below.) This means, equivalently, that the 
ring isomorphism (Y need not carry the field K,, regarded as a subring of 
Alg A,, onto K,. 
Our contributions in this note are twofold. First, we show how to extend 
the assertions just made to the setting where the linear transformations A, 
and A, aren’t necessarily primary. Secondly, when the fields K, and K, are 
both the complex numbers C, we show how to avoid the pathology just 
alluded to by imposing one additional, but very natural hypothesis. The 
hypothesis is that u is continuous with respect to the so-called gap topologies 
on Lat A, and Lat A,; continuity is necessary and sufficient to insure that u is 
implemented by the sum of a linear and conjugate’ linear transformation. 
More precisely, our objective is to prove the following theorem, which is our 
solution to the problem of Brickman and Fillmore. 
THEOREM 1.1. For i = 1,2, let Ai be a linear transformution on the finite 
dimensional complex vector space x and let u be a continuous projectivity 
mapping Lat A, onto Lat A,. Also, let p(x)=(x - h,)“l(x - X2)ez.. . (x - 
Xk)e” be the minimal polynomial of A,, and assume that for each i, l< i G k, 
'To say that T is conjugate linear is to say that Tav= 63"~ for all arc and o E V, where a 
denotes the ordinary conjugate of a. 
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the Jordan fnm for A, contains at least three ei X ei elementary Jordan 
matrices. Then there is an abelian group &morphism T mapping Vi onto V, 
such that a(%)= T(9R) for all Gm E Lat A,, and there are complementary 
subspaces %, and %, in Lat A, such that the minimal polynomials of the 
restrictions A, ) %, and A, 1 a2 are relatively prime and such that on a, T 
is linear, while on Em, T is conjugate linear. In particular, if A, is primary, 
then T is either linear or conjugate linear. 
The assumption on the number of elementary Jordan matrices is necessary 
to insure that the projectivity is implemented by an additive map from Vi to 
V,. To see this, contemplate the identity transformation on a two dimensional 
space. On the other hand, it is evident that if u is a projectivity that is 
implemented by a sum of linear and conjugate linear transformations, then u 
is continuous. 
2. TERMINOLOGY AND PRIMARY DECOMPOSITIONS 
Lattice theoretic terminology and module theoretic terminology have 
many words in common, and generally a common word conveys the same 
idea in each of the two categories. However, there are some differences which 
may cause confusion, and so we spend a moment to clarify the situation. 
If (e, +, CT) is an abstract lattice, then C is called the direct sum of two 
sublattices C i and C,, and we write C = C i@ C,, if and only if each L E (I? is 
uniquely expressible in the form L = L, + L, where Li E ci, i = 1,2. If, in 
addition, C is modular, then necessarily L, f’ L, =O. Observe that if V is the 
unit for (?=IZ,@c,, and if we write V=V,+V,, VECi, then Ci={LEC(L 
G y}. The lattice C is called irreducible if it cannot be written as the direct 
sum of two (proper) sublattices. A cycle in e is an element L such that the 
collection of elements dominated by L is a finite chain. If C, and C, are two 
lattices, then a lattice isomorphism from C, onto !?a will be called a projectio 
ity. Observe that projectivities carry cycles to cycles and direct sums to direct 
sums. 
Let R be a ring, and let M be a left R-module. We write Lat M for the 
lattice of all R-submodules of M. The lattice Lat M is called primary in case 
for each XE M, Rx is a cycle in Lat M; i.e., Lat M is primary iff each cyclic 
submodule is a cycle. Note that if R has an identity, then each cycle in Lat M 
is cyclic. An important point to keep in mind is that if M = M,@ M, is the 
direct sum of two submodules, then Lat M need not be Lat M,@ Lat M,. 
(Contemplate a two dimensional vector space.) However, there are favorable 
cases when this is so, as we’ll see in a moment. 
First recall that if R is a principal ideal domain (p.i.d.) and if M is a 
finitely generated torsion (f.g.t.) module over R, then M decomposes as 
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M=M,@M,@ . . . @M,, where the annihilator ideal of M is (ptlp,k2- . . p,“n) 
and the annihilator ideal of M, is (pki). (The pi’s are primes, of course.) The 
Mi ‘s are called the p&nay components or surnmunds of M, and M itself is 
called primary in case its annihilator is a power of a prime. 
The next two lemmas are closely related to Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 of 
PI. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that M is a f.g.t. module over a p.i.d. R, and that its 
primary decomposition is M = M,@ M,@ * * . M,. Then 
LatM=LatM,@LatM@ -*- @LatM,. 
Proof. If NE Lat M, then N is a f.g.t. module over R and its annihilator 
ideal is contained in that for M. Therefore each primary summand of N is 
contained in one and only one primary summand of M. This means, by 
definition, that Lat M = Lat M,@ * 1 . @ Lat M,. H 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M be a f.g.t. module over a p.i.d. R. Then the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(a) M is a primary module; 
(b) Lat M is a primury lattice; and 
(c) Lat M is an irreducible lattice. 
Proof. Suppose that M is primary with annihilator ideal (pN). If x is a 
nonzero element of M, then its order ideal is (p”) for some n G N. For 
j=o,1,2;**, n, let Ki = { y E Rx ( pi y = O}. Then Lat Rx is easily seen to be 
the chain {I$}~=‘=,. (See, e.g., [8, p. 226, Exercise 71.) Thus Lat M is primary. 
Next suppose Lat M is primary but reducible, and decompose Lat M as 
Lat M,@Lat M,. Then M = M,@ M,, and if xi is a nonzero element of Mi, 
i = 1,2, then R(r, + x2) = N,@ N, with Ni c M,. On the other hand, since 
Lat M is primary, N1 and N, must be comparable and these two conclusions 
are incompatible. Hence Lat M is irreducible. The final implication is an 
immediate application of Lemma 2.1. n 
As a consequence of these two lemmas, we have the following basic fact 
which allows us to restrict our attention to primary modules. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let M and N be two f.g.t. modules over two p.i.d.‘s, and 
suppose that u is a projectivity from Lat M onto Lat N. If M = M,@M, 
@ . . . @M, and N= N,@N,CB . . . CD N,, are the primary decompositions of M 
andN, thenm=nand,exceptfororder,a(LatMi)=LatNi,i=1,2;~-,n. 
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Proof. Since each Mi is a primary module, Lat Mi is an irreducible lattice 
by Lemma 2.2. Consequently, Lat a( M,)= a&at Mj) is also irreducible. Thus 
by Lemma 2.2, again, a(M,) is primary. Consequently, a(M,) c Ni for some i 
and m G n. If we apply the same argument to u-l, we find that a(M,)= Nj 
and that m = n. n 
We want to apply this theorem to complement the analysis in Section 5 of 
[2]. As is customary, when given a linear transformation A on a finite 
dimensional vector space V over a field K, we view V as a f.g.t. module over 
the polynomial ring K [ r] in the usual way. It results that the lattice, Lat A, of 
A-invariant subspaces is simply Lat(,,,lV). The annililator ideal of K[zlV is 
generated by the minimal polynomial of A, m,. If the prime factoring of m, is 
lly==, pF*, then the primary decomposition of K,xlV is V,@V,@ . . . @V,,, where 
V =ker #a, and if Ai is the restriction A 1 I$ of A to V, then the minimal 
polynomial of Ai is $1. Recall that when the primes pi are separable, then A 
can be written uniquely as a sum of semisimple and nilpotent parts. In this 
case we denote the nilpotent part of A by nil(A). 
COROLLARY 2.3.1. Let V and W be finite dimensional vector spaces over 
the same field, and assuw that the field is algebraically closed. Let A (B) be 
a linear transformation on V (W) and let A = A,@A,@ . . - @A, (B = B,@ 
B,63 . . . @B,) be the p&nay decomposition of A (B). Then Lat A and Lat B 
are prq’ectiuely equivalent if and only if m = n and, after rearranging if 
necessary, nil(Ai) is similar to nil(B,), i =1,2; . .,n. 
Proof. Theorem 2.3 implies that Lat A and Lat B are projectively equiva- 
lent if and only if m = n and, after rearranging if necessary, Lat Ai and Lat Bj 
are projectively equivalent. But Lat Ai is projectively equivalent to Latnil(A,), 
and similarly for Bi, by Theorem 6 of [2]. The Corollary on p. 820 of [2] 
asserts that two primary linear transformations (with the same prime) have 
projectively equivalent Lattices if and only if they are similar, and this 
completes the proof. H 
Observe that this corollary implies that if two linear transformations (over 
the same algebraically closed field) have projectively equivalent invariant 
subspace lattices, then their nilpotent parts are similar. A moment’s reflection 
reveals that the converse is false. The following corollary is an immediate 
consequence of Corollary 2.3.1 and so the proof will be omitted. 
COROLLARY 2.3.2. Let A and B be as in the preceding corolluy. Then 
Lat A and Lat B are prq’ectively equivalent if and only if the algebra 
generated by A (and the identity) is similar to the algebra generated by B 
(and the identity). 
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These two corollaries invite the question: Is there a relation between the 
projectivity and the similarity? Although the answer, in general, is no, some 
positive things can be said. These are the subjects of the next two sections. 
3. PROJECTIVITIES AND SEMILINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
If M is a module over a ring, then we’ll write ,M if we wish to view M 
simply as an abelian group. Given two modules M and N over possibly 
different rings, we shall write Hom,(M, N) for the collection of all abelian 
group homomorphisms from M to N. Let M and N be modules over rings R 
and S. By an (R, S)-semilinear tran.sfoTmation from M to N, we mean a pair 
(a, T) where TE Hom,(M, N) and (Y is a ring homomorphism from R to S 
such that T(m)= cu(r)T(m) for all m E M and r~ R. If a and T are both 
isomorphisms, we refer to (a, T) as an (R, S)-semilinear isomorphism. Ob- 
serve that if the annihilator ideals in R and S are trivial, so that R may be 
viewed as a subring of HOM,(M, M) while S may be viewed as a subring of 
HOM,( N, N), then an (R, S)-semilinear isomorphism (a, T) is completely 
determined by T in the sense that a(r) = TrT- ‘, where we identify r with left 
multiplication by r. Thus an isomorphism T E Horn,,, M, N) is part of an 
(R, S>semilinear isomorphism if and only if TRT- ’ = S. From this perspec- 
tive, the following sort of question, which concerns us here, is quite interest- 
ing. Suppose that (a, T) is an (R, S)-semilinear isomorphism mapping R M 
onto s N, and suppose that R 1 and S 1 are subrings of R and S: when is ((Y, T) 
(R,, S,)-semilinear? When the annihilators vanish, this amounts to deciding 
when TR,T-’ = S,. In particular, when R and S are algebras over fields K and 
L and when (a, T) is an (R, Sksemilinear isomorphism, we shall want to 
know when o(K) = L. As we shall soon show, this cannot always be arranged. 
But first, a positive result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R M and s N be f.g.t. modules over p.i.d.‘s R and S, let 
the annihilator ideals be generated by T and s, and let r = pf;l’ . ’ p,$ be the 
prime factoring of T. For i = 1; . . ,m, let M, be the primary summand 
corresponding to pi and assume that Mi contains at least three independent 
elements of order p,kk. If u is a projectivity from Lat(, M) onto Lat(, M), then 
there is an (R/(r), S/( )> s semilinear isomorphism (a, T) from M onto N such 
that a(L)= T(L) for all Lr~Lat(~ M). Moreover, if (cy’, T’) is another 
(R/(r), S/( )> s semilinear ixnrwrphism which implements (I, then there is an 
invertible YE R /( ) r such that T’= yT; i.e., T’x = yTx for all XE M. 
Proof. From Theorem 2.3, we know that M and N have the same 
number of primary summands, and we may label those of N as N,, . . . , N,, so 
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that a(LatMi)=LatNi, i=l,Z;.*, m. We let (9:‘) be the order ideal of N,, 
so that s = qilq$. . . 9$. (Actually, it is not too difficult to see directly that 
k,=l,,i=l,2;*., m, but we don’t need this. Of course this follows also from 
the result we’re proving). Our hypothesis on the number of independent 
elements of order p,“~ in each Mi enables us to invoke Theorems 11.2.2 and 
11.3.1 of [ 11, which together imply that there is an (R /( pkk), S/( g$)>semilin- 
ear isomorphism ( ai, Ti) from Mi onto N, such that a(L) = Ti( L) for all L E 
Lat Mi. Since R/(r) [S/( )] s is canonically isomorphic to R /( p’;l ) @ R /( p,“z) 
$ . . . @R/(p>) [S/(q:l)@S/(q$)@ . . . @S/(92)], we see easily that if 
we set T=Z’,@T,@ ... @I” and (Y=(Y~@@ ... @am, then (a,T) is an 
(R /( r ), S/( s))-semilinear isomorphism from M onto N such that a(L) = T(L) 
for all L in Lat M. 
To prove uniqueness, observe that by considering T-‘I”, it suffices to 
show that if ((Y, 2’) is an (R/(r), R/( r))-semilinear isomorphism which 
implements the identity projectivity, then there is an invertible ye R/(r) 
such that TX = yx for all x E M. Note, too, that it suffices to assume that M is 
primary. But at this point, we observe that our hypothesis on the number of 
independent elements of the order of M allows us to assert that the hypothe- 
ses of Theorem 11.2.2 of [l] are satisfied. (Indeed, two independent elements 
of the orders of M will suffice for uniqueness.) So, by that result, we conclude 
that T is multiplication by a suitable y in R/(r). This element y must 
obviously be invertible in R /( r ). n 
We now indicate by example why the semilinear isomorphism in Theorem 
3.1 need not be semilinear over subrings. Evidently, it is trivial to construct 
nonprimary modules and projectivities which can’t be implemented by group 
isomorphisms that are semilinear over prescribed subrings. Consequently we 
restrict our attention to primary modules and content ourselves with the 
following example, which also points the way to the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let F be a field that admits a nonzero derivation 6. Let V 
be the six dimensional vector space F6, which we split as F"@F3, and let Q 
be the linear transformation on V whose matrix with respect to this decom- 
position is 
0 I 
[ 1 0 0’ 
View V as a module over F [xl, and observe that the annihilator ideal of V is 
(x2), so that V is primary, i.e., we are regarding F[x]/(x') as Alg Q. Also, 
observe that there are three independent elements in V whose orders are x2. 
So, by Theorem 3.1, every projectivity of Lat Q onto itself is implemented by 
an essentially unique (Alg Q, Alg Q> semilinear isomorphism. Now let T be 
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the abelian group isomorphism of V, which we write matriciahy as 
I 6 
[ I 0 I’ 
In terms of coordinates, this means that 
Evidently, since 6 #0, T is not semilinear over F. Then a computation shows 
that T normalizes Alg Q so that T is an (Alg Q, Alg Q>semilinear isomorphism 
of V and therefore implements a projectivity of Lat Q onto itself. (Indeed, the 
matrices of transformations in AlgQ have the form CY P 
( i 0 OL 
; ~,PE F, and 






the projectivity implemented by T were implemented by an (F, F):emilinear 
map, S, then by the essential uniqueness of T and the form of elements in 
Alg Q, we could infer that the matrix of S would be 
for a suitable CY and p in F. But then the (F, F >semilinearity of S would imply 
that 6 = 0, a contradiction. 
Quite generally, straightforward computations show that given a nilpotent 
transformation Q on a vector space V over a field F and an isomorphism Tin 
Hom,(V,V) such that T(AlgQ)T-’ =AlgQ, then there are uniquely de 
termined additive maps S,, S,, . . a, S,_, from F to F such that 
T(A1)=[S,(X)+6,(X)Q+6,(X)Q2+ ... -G_,(X)Q”-‘IT, (3.1) 
where n is the index of nilpotency of Q. The & ‘s constitute what is known as a 
generalized or higher derivation of F (cf. [9, p. 1961). These maps satisfy a 
number of identities, but we need only the following two observations, which 
are immediate to verify. 
OBSERVATION 3.3.i. 6, is an automorphism of F. 
OBSERVATION 3.3.ii. If 6, is the identity, and if 6, = S, = . * . = a,_ i = 0, 
then S, is an ordinary derivation of F, k = 1,2,. * . ,n - 1; i.e., S,( APL) = 
/40)-t G(P). 
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Thus we see that to prove that T is semilinear over F, it suffices to prove 
that 6,=0, k=l,2;.., n - 1. This will be our objective in the next section, 
where F =C. 
4. CONTINUITY AND THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
In this section, our vector spaces will be over the complex field @ and 
finite dimensional. The gap between subspaces topology on a vector space V, 
or the gap topology for short, is defined this way. Fix an inner product on V, 
and for subspaces %X and 5% of V define O(“x, %)= II PS - P% 11, where PX 
(P%) denotes the orthogonal projection of V onto % (92) and where the 
norm is the operator norm on V. It is easy to see that 0 is a metric on the 
family of all subspaces of V which, of course, depends on the inner product 
chosen. However, the topology determined by 0 is independent of the inner 
product, because of the finite dimensionality of V. This topology is the gap 
topology. Note, too, that since dimV < co, the gap topology is compact. When 
we speak of the gap topology on an invariant subspace lattice, we shall, of 
course, mean the relative topology. A projectivity between two invariant 
subspace lattices will be called continuous if it is continuous in the gap 
topology. Note that a continuous projectivity is, in fact, a homeomorphism. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 allow us to invoke 
Theorem 3.1 to assert that there is an (Alg A,, Alg A,>semilinear isomor- 
phism (a, T) from V, onto V, that implements cr. To show that T has the 
asserted form, it suffices to assume that the Ai’s are primary, by Theorem 2.3, 
and to show that T is either linear or conjugate linear. Furthermore, by the 
corollary on p. 820 of [2], it suffices to assume that A, = A,. Indeed, that 
corollary implies that A, and A, are similar. So, if S is an invertible 
transformation implementing the similarity, then S-lT implements a continu- 
ous projectivity from Lat A, onto Lat A,, and S-IT will be linear (conjugate 
linear) if and only if T is linear (conjugate linear). Finally, since a primary 
linear transformation generates the same algebra as that generated by its 
nilpotent part, it suffices to assume that our linear transformation is a 
nilpotent transformation, which we relabel as Q, and that T implements a 
continuous projectivity from Lat Q onto Lat Q. 
(We note in passing that the hypothesis that there are at least three 
elementary Jordan matrices of the appropriate size is used only to prove that 
an additive T exists. Once we know this, then the number necessary to prove 
that T is (C, C)-semilinear drops to two.) 
Let the index of nilpotency of Q be n, and let 6,, a,, . . -,&-I be the 
generalized derivation of C associated with T [cf. Equation (3.1)]. For the 
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purposes of computation, we fix an inner product on the underlying vector 
space V, and we decompose V as the orthogonal direct sum V= g1@6D2 
$1 S. 
@93,,, where for each k, 1s k< n, oi),@q2@ . . . @611k is the kernel of 
mce T normalizes Alg Q, it is easy to see that T maps qr@ Gi)a@ . . . @ 02), 
bijectively onto 9r@C0,,@ . * . @oi), for each k. In particular, note that Equa- 
tion (3.1) implies that for UE Or and AEC, TXv = G,(A)Tu. Our hypothesis 
in Theorem 1.1 on the number of elementary Jordan blocks in the Jordan 
matrix for Q implies that dimqr 2.2 and so we may choose two linearly 
independent vectors e and f in qr. For XEC, set g(h)= Xe+f and let 
9R( A) be the one-dimensional space spanned by g(X). Then lim, _ a X(A)= 
x(O) in the gap topology. But each %(A) belongs to Lat Q, since every 
subspace of the kernel of a linear transformation is invariant under the 
transformation. Thus as A -0, T(%(X))= a(%(A))+ a(%(O))=T(~(O)). 
It follows that 
IIw+ hlL(o,Tdq MV 
lITg(X - pTWO) II Tg( A)II II 
-0 as x+0 
If we expand Tg(h) as G,(X)Te + Tf, we conclude that 
lim ” 
%l&W)Te + Tf)lI = 1 
X-O IIGo(X)Te+7”II ’ (4.1) 
If So is not continuous, then we can find a sequence {A,}z’i converging to 
zero such that 1 So< A,) 1 -+ 00. If we then divide the numerator and denomina- 
tor in (4.1) by )6,(A,)I, we find that Te lies in T%(O). That is, we find that 
Te = aTf for some (Y, which in turn implies that Te = TtSc’(a)f. Since T is 
one to one, we conclude that e = SC’< CX)~, contrary to our initial assumption. 
Thus 8, is continuous and so is either the identity or complex conjugation. 
From this point on in the proof, we may assume without loss of generality 
that 8, is the identity. Indeed, suppose that 6, is complex conjugation, choose 
a basis {ei}rZ”=, for V, and define Son Vby the formula S(B~~V=,ajei)=BiV=laiei. 
Then ST implements a continuous projectivity mapping Lat(SQSS’) onto 
Lat(SQS’), and the zeroth term in the higher derivation associated with ST 
is the identity. Moreover, if we can prove that all the other terms of the 
higher derivation associated with ST are zero, then the same will be true of 
the higher derivation associated with T. 
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Since there are no nonzero continuous ordinary derivations of C, it 
suffices by Observation 3.3.ii to prove inductively that each 6, is continuous. 
Suppose then that we have shown that a,, . . . ,a,_ 1 are continuous and hence 
zero, k G n - 1. To show that 6, is zero, we may restrict Q and T to 
?0,WD@ . . . mlktl and note that Equation (3.1) implies that 
TXv=[h+6,(h)Qk]Tv (4.2) 
for ~EQ=, and u~‘9),@9a@ ... @qk+i. The hypothesis on the number of 
elementary Jordan matrices in the Jordan form for Q implies that dim qk+ i a2, 
and so we may choose two linearly independent vectors e and fin qk+,. For 
XE C, set g(X) = Xe + f, and let a(h) be the subspace spanned by 
g(X)> Qdh)>. . -3 Qkg(A), i.e., let 9R(h) be the cyclic subspace generated by 
g(A). Then each 9R(X) belongs to Lat Q and lim~_0~(A)=9R(0) in the 
gap topology. Thus lim, _ a TWX(A)= T%(O) in the gap topology, too. 
Arguing as before, we see that 
hm II%9R,o,w)II =; 
X-O IITg(A)II ’ 
and if we expand Tg(h), we conclude that 
lim (~f’m~o~[~ + W)Q"]Te+Tf~I 
h-0 IIIX+G,(X)Qk]Te+TfII =I’ 
(4.3) 
If IS, is not continuous, then there is a sequence {h ,,}p= i converging to zero 
such that IS,(h,)l + 00. If the numerator and denominator are divided by 
1 S,(X,)l, Equation (4.3) shows that QkTe lies in TU%(0), the space spanned 
by Tf,TQf,..., TQkf. But notice that QkTe lies in ?i?i and is nonzero. 
(Clearly QkTe E ql. The reason it is nonzero is that otherwise Te would lie in 
60),@oi),@ . . . @qk, which implies that eE 69,@6i&@ . . . @CDk, since T maps 
this space one to one onto itself.) On the other hand each of the vectors 
Tf,TQf; . . , TQk-‘f has a nonzero projection in some q3,, i > 1. Indeed, since 
T carries q,,@qa@ . . . @6ili bijectively onto 9),@‘91?,@ . . . CBqj for every 
iG n, it follows that TQ’f has a nonzero projection in q)k+r_i, 0 G j G k - 1. 
This implies that QkTe, which is in the span of Tf, TQf; . ., TQkf, is in fact a 
scalar multiple of TQkf. But notice that Equation (4.2) implies that TQk is 
linear on qi@Gi)@ . . . @gk+l, and since e is an arbitrary vector in ci) k + i 
linearly independent off, we find that QkT has rank one. Since QkT is one to 
one on ?i)k+i, this contradicts the fact that dim qk+i 2 2 and completes the 
proof of Theorem 1.1. n 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
5.1 
Suppose the vector spaces in Theorem 1.1 are given specific inner 
products. It is natural to ask: Which projectivities are isometric? We conjec- 
ture that a projectivity is isometric if and only if the implementing map T can 
be chosen to be a sum of linear or conjugate linear ismtries. If the 
projectivity is an isometric autoprojectivity of Lat I, where I is the identity 
transformation on the space V, dimVa3, then this is indeed the case. Here, 
briefly, is why. Let T implement the projectivity in question, and note that T 
is either linear or conjugate linear by Theorem 1.1. Next observe that if e and 
fare two vectors in V and if P, and Pr are the orthogonal projections onto the 
one dimensional spaces they span, then e and fare orthogonal if and only if 
IUP,-P&1=1. But if e and fare orthogonal, so that IIPe-P,-II=l, then 
II PTe - P,ll = 1, since the projectivity is isometric, and hence Te and Tf are 
orthogonal. Since e and f were chosen arbitrarily (but orthogonal), we 
conclude that T is a scalar multiple of either a linear isometry or a conjugate 
linear isometry. 
5.2 
It is natural to seek the greatest level of generality to which the fundamen- 
tal theorem of projective geometry can be extended. This, of course, was 
Baer’s objective in [l]. For a more recent exposition of the state of the art, we 
refer the reader to [3]. Concerning the role of continuity, we note that in the 
unpublished portion of his thesis [6], Feldman proved that if A, and A, are 
two von Neuman algebras without type I, summands, if u is a lattice 
isomorphism from the projection lattice of A, onto the projection lattice of 
A,, and if u is continuous in the gap metric, then u is implemented by a 
continuous ring isomorphism. His proof is rather unrelated to ours and his 
hypotheses don’t explicitly contain the assumption that u is continuous. 
Rather, he assumes that projections which are at positive angle are sent by u 
to projections at positive angle. Dye [5] and Feldman [7] also studied such 
projectivities under the assumption that they carry orthogonal projections to 
orthogonal projections. It turns out that this assumption is equivalent to the 
assumption that the projectivity is isometric. In any case, it would be 
interesting to extend their analyses and the results here to other operator 
algebras. 
5.3 
Finally, we note that it is possible to extend Theorem 1.1, mutatis 
mutundis, to vector spaces over other topoligical fields. 
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